
Lely Resort Homes for Sale for Buyers within 

Budget 

Home buyers dreaming of the ultimate lifestyle should include real estate for sale in Lely Resort into their 

considerations. 

This sprawling resort community offers everything for an active lifestyle and has a wonderful social life. 

Residents enjoy pools, tennis, pickle-ball, fitness classes and personal training, a casual tiki restaurant 

and a formal restaurant with fire-side and terrace dining as well as full-service spa. 

Lely Resort’s social calendar includes organized tours to shopping or sports events, lectures, board and 

card games and member-organized clubs that pursue various interests, such as the pedal-pushers. 

The array of homes and condos for sale in Lely Resort choices in more than twenty different single-

family home neighborhoods ranges from attached villas to estate-size residences. Lely Resort offers over 

forty different subdivisions, twenty-three of them are zoned as single-family homes. Homes for sale in 

Lely Resort prices currently range from $300,000 to about $1.6 Million. 

Today’s article introduces the attached villa and single-family homes neighborhoods for the home buyer 

with a budget of up to $350,000. 

Calumet Reserve is a friendly, gated neighborhood with attached one and two-story villas. Homes in 

this subdivision enjoy nice yards and some have lake or golf course views. The homes were built between 

1997 and 2005. Some offer private pools and there is also a neighborhood pool with a small clubhouse. 

The Players Club membership is optional for Calumet Reserve owners, which is a great advantage for 

buyers who love the overall Lely Resort community, but don’t want the cost of the Players Club. The 

homeowner’s fees in this neighborhood are low at $540 per quarter. Gardeners will love this subdivision 

as it allows owners to landscape their yard as they please. 

Please click the link to learn more about this Lely Resort neighborhood and see the floor plans and homes 

for sale: Currently listed homes in Calumet Reserve. 

http://lelyresorthomesforsale.com/
http://lelyresorthomesforsale.com/lely-resort-condos.html
http://lelyresorthomesforsale.com/
http://lelyresorthomesforsale.com/


Chase Preserve is a small enclave of condos and attached villas. This non-gated neighborhood is pet-

friendly. Homes were built between 1996 and 2005 and the Players Club is mandatory for some homes 

and optional for others. 

Chase Preserve homes in the price range up to $350,000 were typically built before 2000 and may need 

to be updated or renovated. Many homes have beautiful views of the fairway with a Western exposure. 

There is neighborhood pool for just 38 units. Click the link for more information and current listings in 

Chase Preserve. 

Indian Wells is a gated Lely Resort neighborhood where buyers can still find a single-family home 

priced under $350,000. Homes in this subdivision were built between 1997 and 2001 and run typically 

around 1,700 SF in living area. Most homes overlook the golf course, the remainder have pond views. 

The Players Club membership is optional and the HOA fees are very low at $475/quarter. See all Indian 

Wells homes listed for sale. 

Falcons Glen is a non-gated neighborhood of just eighty-eighty villa homes, ranging in size from 1,459 SF 

to about 1,900 SF. About half of the homes line the first fairway of the Mustang Island golf course, most of 

the other homes have pond views and a few have landscape views. These homes are free standing single-

family homes, many of them with private pools. 

The neighborhood has the most lenient rental policy in Lely Resort, allowing 52 rentals per year. These 

homes make a good rental investment. The low HOA fees of $475 per quarter and optional Players Club 

membership make this neighborhood attractive to buyers who want low ownership costs. Click the link 

for current Falcons Glen listings. 

 


